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Abstract— NASA’s plan to launch several spa
Earth Orbit (LEO) to support science mission
years and beyond requires down link throughpu
several terabits per day. The ability to hand
volume of data far exceeds the capabilities of 
This paper proposes two solutions, first, a hig
between the LEO spacecraft and ground via 
geostationary orbit (GEO). Second, a high da
ground link from LEO. Next, the paper pres
computer simulations carried out for both type
into consideration spacecraft transmitter frequ
waveform; elevation angle dependent path loss
atmosphere, and ground station receiver G/T.   
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the next tens years NASA plans to launc
orbit (LEO) several spacecrafts with radio sci
onboard for remote sensing of the Earth. These
acquire several hundred gigabits of data p
representative examples of future ultra-hig
missions and their proposed launch dates are 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR) (2020), Su
Ocean Topography (SWOT) (2019), and
Infrared Imager (HyspIRI) (2022). The ability
large volume of science data per orbit 
capabilities of NASA’s current space and grou
This paper proposes two solutions: first, 
link between the LEO spacecraft and gr
satellites in geostationary orbit (GEO). Seco
rate direct to ground link from LEO. Next, th
results from computer simulations carried out 
links taking into consideration spacec
frequency, EIRP, and waveform; elevation 
path loss through Earth’s atmosphere, and
receiver G/T.   
II. KA-BAND SPACE-TO-SPACE LEO-T
The relay satellites are assumed to be in ge
(GEO). Notional communication links betwee
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.  The LEO
designated as the return link (RL) to the re
operates at Ka-band (25.5-27.0 GHz) frequen
to-LEO forward link (FL) is relatively a low d
primarily used for commanding, hence 
discussions in this section.  
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